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Task: 

All Gabor elements presented to one eye; 

all noise patches to the other

Neighboring Gabor elements shown to different 

eyes; noise patches to the other

Each element presented binocularly. 

Element state (Gabor or noise) 

varied independently over time 

according to durations drawn from a 

Gamma distribution (mean = 2.5s).

Rivalry alternations bind together along entire contours
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Conclusions:

Experimental conditions (45 total):

Background: Can extended contours influence rivalry alternations? Results (n = 4):

Element number (5): Each display contained between 1 and 5 Gabor micropatches, rivalling with noise

         - Gabors: 50% contrast; carrier s.f. 4 c/deg; envelope σ = 0.125λ 

         - Noise: Static binary noise, with same spatial window

   

Patches were co-located in two eyes, on a virtual circle (equidistant from fixation), separated by 3λ

Orientation conditions (3):    ‘Aligned’: all elements were co-circular

            ‘Orthogonal’: elements oriented radial to fixation

            ‘Random’: each element had a randomly selected orientation

Display conditions (3):      

During rivalry, multiple 

elements are more likely to 

gain dominance as a unit if 

they are aligned along a 

continuous contour
Observers  indicated when ALL Gabors were seen or when NO Gabor elements were seen.

Trials lasted one minute, with each condition repeated five times by each observer

For single element conditions, observers reported either Gabor or noise nearly 100% of the time

For multi-element conditions, seeing all or no elements occured less frequently

We evaluated reported coherence against the coherence expected by chance (dashed lines):

p(coherence) = 2/2n, where n is the number of elements

Basic Rivalry condition:

Collinear contours were coherent 

substantially more than predicted 

by chance. Aligned data deviate 

upward from chance prediction 

as element number increases

During binocular rivalry, pairs of collinear elements have been shown to alternate together (Alais 

et al. 2006, Vision Res, 46:1473-87).  We examine whether this binding continues along extended 

contours and across eyes.
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Under some circumstances 

this can be strong enough to 

overcome eye-based 

grouping (i.e. Kovacs et al, 

1996, PNAS, 93:15508-11)

The binding process may contribute 

to the increased percept coherence 

found when using complex stimuli 

(i.e. Alais & Melcher, 2007, Vision 

Res, 47:269-279)

Simulation condition: 

Observers accurately 

monitored stimulus 

changes (no bias in 

reporting)

Alternating elements condition:

With fewer elements, coherence was 

less than chance (indicating 

eye-based binding). With more 

elements, coherence was greater 

than chance (eye-binding overcome)


